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My Work

Because I am not a licensed healthcare provider, I cannot diagnose or treat any
medical, mental, or emotional condition.
I am a Master Clinical Hypnotherapist and what I do is to put my clients into a
hypnotic trance and then I release any negative energies within their subconscious
self that are blocking the flow of life force energy to the cell communities of their
body. Hypnosis is very easy to achieve and allows direct access to the subconscious
self wherein are buried the negative energies that are the sources of our problems.
The blocking energies I release are those from this life, past lifetimes, unresolved
internal conflicts, biological carryovers from ancestors, negative energies from
parallel dimensions of reality and the attachment of foreign energies. All of these
energies distort the body's energy field and impede the flow of life force energy to
the cell communities of the body.
The oldest extant model of disease on the planet is called the “Eastern Model”. This
model is between 4000 - 6000 years old. This “Eastern Model” says that “all disease,
mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual” is caused by improper functioning of the
cells of the body”. To be healthy and properly function, the cells of the body require
the Life Force Energy which the Chinese call Chi, the Japanese call Ki, the Egyptians
call Ka and the Ayurvedics call it Prana. Other cultures call this energy by other
names. Negative energies that block or inhibit the flow of Chi may be distributed
over many layers of consciousness. I can clear only one layer in a single private
session (two layers remotely), so depending on how many contaminated layers a
client has, more than one session may be required.
Once my client is clear of the blocking energy (s) and the flow of Chi is restored to
the cell communities of the body, I then repair the cell damage caused by the
negative energy in the subconscious and reprogram the subconscious with positive
uplifting programs. This clearing, repairing and reprogramming often has very
salubrious effects on the client.
It is important to realize that the contaminated layers of consciousness put up for
clearing are determined by the client’s high self and those layers are what I can clear
in a session. I do not select the layers for clearing, you do.
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